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Increase In Housing
Fees

Next Semester

By MICHELLE HALL
A recommendation for an
increase in housing fees has
been put before the Board of
Curators and will be voted on at
next months meeting.
The increase for single
student
housing
in
the
Quadrangle and Thomas .Jefferson is set at $200.00 per year
and $80.00 for the summer
session. Stewart and Nagogami
Terrace
Apartments
for
married students will face an
increase of $35.00 per month in
the fall. The increases for the
Quadrangle and Thomas Jefferson will take 'effect this
summer if the recommendation
is passed.
The increases are due to
changes which have come about

This Friday the
full costing concept means that
Interfraternity
university housing now has to
Council will excite
be self supporting and pay its
Rolla Mo. with the
own utility bills and for the
sounds and sights of the IFC Sing.
Your favorite Fraternity will be on
janitorial services. In previous
stage in the Centennia l Hall at 7.00
years these had been paid with
P.M. striving to satisfy your thirst
the subsidies given by the
for entertainment. Short appearances
University to Auxiliary En·
will be made by members of the IFG ,
sorOiies , and local Little Sister
terprises.
organizat i ons. Do yourself a favor
President Olson has said that
and come see us to start
the physical plant cost is high in
Christmas pa rty weekend
off with a HOI HOI HOI
the University's system due to
the fact that the housing has
been subsidized and it is hoped
that this will bring it down
somewhat.
Aside from the fullcosting
concept making the housing self
supporting, it will also give
university officials an idea of
the costs related to each particular activity it is involved in.
Jess Zink, Housing Director
has stated that there will be no
,
new services added after the
increase since all the excess
revenue over and above the
normal costs will be used in
renovating the buildings. The
Quadrangle will see repairs in
By MARK HASLE'IT
which seems to be working well.
some of the restroom facilities
While on the Certification
along with small scale imRay Pendergrass, Director of Task Force, Pendergrass was
provements throughout the Student Financial Aid. has been named to the Certification
buildings. In the married appointed to the Certification Committee of the Midwest
student housirig there will be a Committee of the National Regional group of NASFAA.
project to insulate apartments Association
of
Student While serving on both comand repaid the heating systems.
Financial Aid Administrators. mittees, he learned of his apphilosophy at UMR, will Sing The project will be carried out The committee, formed to
pointment to the national
the bass solos.
in two phases, the first one establish the criteria for a
Consisting primarily of UMK beginning this year. It is hoped certified student financial aid committee last June. He is now
students, the University Choir this will help in conserving administrator, represents all one of the Midwest Region's two
representatives to the comhas 40 voices and 31 musicians energy and save the students
fifty states through its apmittee.
make up the University Or· money on their utility bills.
pointees.
chestra. Joel Kramme, in· Thomas Jefferson will be
Mr. Pendergrass has served
Pendergrass feels that cerstructor in music at UMR and receiving the biggest repairs.
as chairman of the Missouri
tification is necessary to protect
director of the concert, says; The windows at Thomas JefCertification task Force for the not
only
administrators
"Together the two groups equal
ferson will be repaired and Missouri Association of Student
themselves, but also to protect
approximately the' size of the storm windows may be purFinancial Aid Personnel. This
the student and the institution.
ensemble
that J.S.
Bach ' chased. Thomas Jefferson has
group
developed
a
com- Also, HEW feels that too much
probably worked with when he always paid their own utility prehensive certification plan
money passes through an adpresented" a 'high festival'
bills unlike the other housing
that several states have used as
ministrator's hands with too
church performance during the units and therefore will have . a
for
their own
model
little
guarantee
of
late 1600's and early 1700's in more money to spend on
programs. Missouri. an early knowledgeable
distribution.
Germany.
repairs.
leader in this field, is one of only Problems have arisen over the
The "Magnificat" is the
Jess Zink is welcoming any
12 states that have develope type of education an adCanticle of the Virgin Mary student with a question about
such programs. To date. no ministrator should have, which
found in Luke I: 46-55.
the justification of the increase states have enacted legislation, Pendergrass and mos\ involved
The concert is open to the to come in and see him in his but the 12 previously mentiom.'<l
feel is dependent on the size and
public. Admission is free.
office.
are ' on voluntary compliance, curriculum of a school.

in the past two years. Seven per
cent of the increase in rates is
due to inflation. Historically it
had been set up to increase the
fees every three years to cover
the next three years inflationary bills. Ideally the first
year the school would make
money on the housing, the
second year they would break
even and the third year they
would suffer a loss. This method
has been ruled out since seniors
were being charged for expenses occurring after they had
graduated. In the future there
will be increases only to cover
the next year's expenses.
Other portions of the in·
creases will provide for the full
costing concept adopted this
year and for the renovation and
up keep of the buildings. The

UMR Orchestra

Presents The Bachs
SOURCE:OPI
The
full
University
of
Missouri-Rolla Choir and Orchestra, with guest soloists
Linda Sparlin, Rob Barefield
and Dr. Wayne Cogell. will
present "The Magnificat in D
Major" by Johann Sebastian
Bach and "Magnificat" by Carl
Phillip Emmanuel Dach at 7
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 4, at the
First Baptist Church, 9th and
Cedar Streets, Rolla.
Mrs. Sparlin, former director
of Rolla Chamber Singers, will
sing all the female solo roles
(alto, mezzo soprano and
soprano). Barefield, a senior at
Rolla High School, will sing the
tenor solos and Dr. Wayne
Cogell, associate professor of

Pendergrass
Named To
Committee

..T

~

~
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IFCSING

REQUIEM

Remember, the Interfraternity Council will present
their annual I Fe Sing Friday, Dec. 2, at7:00 p.m. choral
and novelty arrangements will be performed by the

fraternities and sororities while the houses' LiHle Sister
organizations and the sing committee will handle brj ef
fillers . Great Time for All!
EVERYONE IS INVITEDI

The University Center invites the campus to ex-

change holiday greetings on Wednesday, Dec. 7, at a
special punch and cookie open house. All students,
faculty and administrative staff are cordially invited to
visit the hospitality area in the Art Gallery, University
Center East, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. This 15 the University
Center's way of extending Seasons Greetings and
thanking the campus for continued support.
GDI TEA
GDI Christmas Tea will be held on Friday, Dec. 2nd,
starting at 8: 00 p.m. at Tech·Englne Club. There will be
music and plenty of refreshments for all . Everyone is
invited to come and share the fun .
SAE
There will be a meeting of the SAE Wednesday,
November 30 at 7:00 p .m. in the ME auditorium, room
104. The purpose of this meeting is the election of officers for the spring semester, so all SAE members are
urged to attend. The meeting will also featUre racing
movies after the elections, and refreshments will be
served after the meeting.
.
GDI MEETING
Last GDI meeting of the semester will be held at 7:00
p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 1st in Room 114 CEo Announcements about the party will be made. Refreshments will be served afterwards. T-shirts will be on
sale.
WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE??????????????
If you can answer anyone of five questions it could be
worth over 530 to you.
Details to be given early next semester. 50 keep an
eye out. SU B·On TH E Loose sponsored contest.
ON THE LOOSE
Available to the students over Christmas Break will
be all our equipment at a very Reduced rate. The
equipment may be picked up Dec. 12 and can be retured
Jan. 12, 1978, but a reservation Is necessary. So come on
by T·9, across from the coal pile soon.
IK
There will be a meeting of the Intercollegiate Knights
on Thursday, December 1,1977, at7:00 p . m . in the Mark
Twain Room.
New officers will be elected and yearbook picture will
be taken.
ALL ORGANIZATIONS
To get your picture in the Rollamo Yearbook you
must set up an apPointment with Kay Spa un hurst,
Organizations Editor. Phone 341 ·3851.

Several awards were made
this fall to student members of
the University of MissouriRolla Miner bands.
Certificates were issued to
four band members who partiCipated in the National Intercollegiate Band Concert last
August in Los Angeles. Calif.
The concert was held in conjunction with the national
convention of Kappa Kappa Psi
and Tau Beta Sigma, honorary
band fraternities. Membership
in the band, conducted by
Carmen Dragon, was by
competitive audition. UMR
participants were:
Defiance .... Doris Behr, Route
1,
senior
in
applied
mathematics, plays clarinet.
. Fenton .... Paul
Braddock,
1230 Horan Dr., senior in
electrical engineering, plays
trombone.
Jennings .... Mary
Foehse.
9412 Bluegrass Dr., senior in
civil engineering, percussion.
st. Louis ....Nancy Brown.
5406 Lansdown Ave., junior in
aerospace engineering, percussion.
Plaques for outstanding
service to the UMR Band for an
extended period of time were
presented to:
Branson ... .Nicole
Talbot,
Star Route I, graduate student
in mechanical engineering.
Rolla ... .Brian Smith 1502 N.
Pine, senior in mechanical
engineering.

Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252

Russell's Town & College
713 Pine Street

HOLI DAY CONCERT
Next Thursday, December 8, at 8 p .m . in St. pat's
Ballroom, the University Concert Band wilt perform a
special holiday program.
.. This concert is designed to appeal to everyone, no
matter what your musical preference. Beginning with a
Finnish Tone Poem, through American Ragtime, and
ending in Russia at Chri stmas Time, the . program
covers ma"ny musical styles.
Dr. David Oakley w i ll conduct the orchestra and
everyone is urged to attend. Admission is free, 50 take a
br e ak and come relax to some fine music:.

•
•
•
•
•
•

University
City .... David
Jobe, 1338 Fairview, senior in
mechanical engineering.
"Outstanding Bandperson"
award for the fall of 1977 was
awarded to John McVay. 31 W.
59th St.. Kansas City. a senior in

electrical engineering.
" Outstanding Jazz Ensemble
Person" award for the fall of
1977 was presented to Ron
Choate, 7005 N. Fisk. Kansas
City, senior in electrical
engineering.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
UNDER $10.00

364-3603

Rolla, Mo.

364-7715

r------·COUPON - - - - - ,
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INTRODUCING

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

'S

I• OWN

I•

MINER BURGER

()

Especially For The Miners

z

I
I

Lettuce, Cheese, Special Sauce,
On A Sesame . Bun

•

~ NOW AVAILABE EVERY DAY ~
~ 3 Patties 100% Beef, Bacon, Tomato, 8

I

This Week

12 fo r
L

SOO Pine Street

Sensitive AM / FM Stereo Radio
Auto Reverse
lading Fast·Farward
locking Rewind
local / Distance for Better FM Reception
Small Chassis (7 Va "Wx 2"Hx6"O)

Hwy. 72 E.

Gloves. .
.4.75 to 8.75
Stocking Caps.
. 1.25 to 2.95 I
Sport Shirts ........... 2.95 to 9.00
Sunday Golf Bags.
.6.95
Leg Weights. . . . .
.9.25
Tennis Balls (3) ........ 2.50 to 4.00
Ball Pressurizers ......... 5.95, 6.50
Canoe Paddles ......... 4.85 to 6.50
Danskin Leotards ............. 8.50
Gym Bags ............ 6.00 to 6.95 c
Duffle Bags ..... . ........... 9.50 c

Xenmark Sporting Goods

Rolla, Mo. 65401

017e"Go00<=.u~d
Ce~ter>
Ahead And Ask Us"

UMRSCC
The UMR Sports Car Club will be hosting a rally
Sunday, December 4. The rally will be started .from the
multi-purpose parking lot at 12 :30 p.m. This will be the
last event of the semester, 50 round up a navigator and
come out Sunday.
The last meeting of the semester of the UMRSCC will
be Wednesday, December 7 at 7:00 p.m. In room G-11 of
the EE building. Anyone who has partiCipated In an
event this semester, and not received their dash
plaque(s), can get them at the meeting. Racing movies
will be shown, and everybody is welcome to attend.
MATES
The Association of Married Students, MATES, will
hold the last meeting of this semester on Dec. 5, 1977 at
7:00 p.m. in Room 105 E.E.
Discussion of projects for the spring semester and a
special election will be held.
A babysitter and refreshments will be provided.

Phone 364-2323

T600

ST. LOUIS GRADUATES PLEASE NOTEI
Graduates of UMR who will be moving back to St.
Louis or taking new jobs there, should be aware of the
UMR Graduate Engineering Center on the UMSL
Campus. Evening courses leading to MS degrees from
Rolla may be taken by registering either in the
Registrar's Office at Parker Hall (ask for Dave
Shelton), or by contacting the UMR Graduate
Engineering Center at 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St.
Louis. MO. 63121. phone (314) 453-5431.

Miner _Band A vvards
SOURCE:OPI

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

The date for the Spring semester performance of
Brahms' Requiem by the UMR Music Section was incorrectly given as May 30. The date should have read:
Sunday, April 30, 1978. Musicians who are Interested In
participating in this performance should contact Joel
Kramme, (i·8, Harris Hall. Of particular need are
string players, bassoonists, French horn players, and
singers of all kinds.
CO·OP STUDENTS
Co-op Students that are going to work In the Spring,
1978 semester, must come into the Co·op Office, 101
Buehler Bldg. and register for their work session.
This will take place starting Dec. 5th and last until the
end of the semester.
This is a must for all Co·op Students.

'

I

99 i
Reg. $1. 49

Dec. 7, _
1977
_ _ _Expires
_ _ ICOUPON.
____

1
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Scholarship Notebook
The
Office
of
Student
Financial Aid is currently
putting together a notebook
with information about any
outside scholarships which will
be avilable for interested
students to look through in 106
Parker Hall.
At this time we have been
made aware of two scholarship
organizations
which
are
presently taking applicat ions.
(1) Wives Auxiliary of st.
Louis (MSPE l. Deadline for
applying is January 3, 1978.
Forms are available in SFA
Ofrice and should be returned to

SFA Office when completed.
The dollar value is $750 which
would be given for the 1978-79
academic year. Candidates
(men or women) must be a
junior or senior engineering
student at the beginning of the
fall 1978.
(2) William M. Reiss Fdn.
Scholarship. Deadline for applying is December 15, 1977 (for
this current year only). Future
deadlines will be April 15th with
the recipient being announced
right after May 15th.
Applications may be obtained
from the Trust Department,
Belleville National Savings

25 . Public
Square,
Bank,
Belleville, IL. 62222. An up-todate transcript should accompany the application.
Candidates shall be limited to
graduates of publicly supported
high schools located within the
city limits of Belleville, II. and
working toward a degree
(degree in medicine is excluded).
Selection will be made
primarily
upon
academic
promise and financial need. The
amount of the award shall be
fixed by the selection committee.

)

CMinerNews
Chi Epsilon Initiates
SOURCE:OPI
The initiation of 19 student
members and one chapter
honor member has been announced by the University of
Missouri-Rolla chapter of Chi
Epsilon,
national
civil
engineering honor fraternity.
Chester Baker of 904 W. 14m,
Rolla, is the chapter honor
initiate. He is supervisory civil
engineer and chief of field
surveys inspection section in
the Mid-Continent Mapping
Center of the Topographic
Division of the U.S. Geological
Survey in Rolla. He is a native
of PotOSi and a graduate of
UMR. A registered professional
engineer, Baker is active in
professional
societies.
especially the Missouri Society
of Professional Engineers and
the A~erican Society of Civil
Engineers.
Thomas Ryan of Route 2.
Canton, was named outstanding
civil engineering senior in the
December, 1977, graduating
class. He is president of Chi
Epsilon. secretary of Tau Beta
Pi, and a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, all honor societies. He has
held offices in Tau Kappa
Epsilon social fraternity and is
a member of the UMR Student
chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers.
Katherine Koch Kunkel of
Route 2, Wright City, received

the Chi Epsilon scholarship
Dale of 3932 Sunrise Way Drive;
award. She is a junior in civil
Willaim David Meyer of 2833
engineering and is a new
Flameglow. Drive; Leo Julian
memoor of Chi Epsilon.
Turek of 9980 Lark; Lloyd
James Dale Gunter of Ava , Christopher Wilsop of 6521
Star Route, Gainesville. and
Oleatha Ave.
David Garth Winter of 1504
University
City :
Robert
Scenic Drive. Rolla. received
Edwin Gold of 1408 Sheridan
awards for the best technical
Drive.
presentations.
Stephen
Wright City: Katherine Koch
of
1315
Raymond
Janke
Kunkel of Route 2.
Lakeview received an award
for the best pledge plaque.
New members are :
MISSOURI
Bridgeton: David Edward
Ruester of ~111 Bain Court.
Gainesville:
James Dale
Gunter of Ava Star Toue.
Independence: Alvin Jay
Fisher of 3010 Vermont Ave.
The Free University ComIronton: Jon Alan Manning.
Jackson : Stephen Patterson mittee of the Student Council is
offering help for students this
Ford of Route 2. .
City:
Thomas semester before that gruesome
Kansas
Richard Gredell of 1401 East week of finals begin. They have
organized a program known as
75th Ter.
Mexico: Stephen Raymond a "Semester Summary" for
many of the basic courses,
Janke of 1315 Lakeview.
which should prove beneficial
Olean: Randall Wayne Wilson
for many students in pulling up
of Route 1.
Overland: Gregory Phillip those grades on final exams.
The program. to be held the
Pace of 1915 Dyer.
last week of classes. will consist
Rolla : Sandra Doris Meyer of.
3 Crestview Drive; David Garth of a professor. who is teaching
the particular subject. giving a
Winter of 1504 SceniC Drive.
summary and review of many
Springfield: Ronald William
- of the important points and
Reynolds of Route 5.
topics covered in the subject
St. Charles: Mark Ralph
during the semester. The
Rudy of 525 Pralle.
session will then be opened for
St. Louis: William Michael
questions and discussion by the
students. The schedule for the
.week is as follows:

A Pat On The Back•••

Triangl~

Wins
Tournament

Sigma
Tau
Gamma:
Diestelkamp, Fust, Gonner,
Schroepfer.
Sigma Nu: Upchurch, Upchurch. Kornfeld, Costello.
Pi :
Lake,
KirSigma
schbaum, Vineyard, Cowovey.
Phi Kappa Theta : Maschek,
Latimer, Stochl, BiOI.
Beta Sigma Psi: Rinne,
Wernhold, Lampe, Yotter.
A special thanks to Professor
Cole who again gave his time
The team members were:
Triangle: Clarkin . Brewer. and effort to run the Bridge
Tournament.
Campbell. Laswell.

Triangle Fraternity was the
winner of the IFC Bridge
Tournament held November 15.
with a total score of 98.1 points.
The other teams finished as
follows:
Sigma Tau Gamma
95.5
SigmaNu
93 .5
Sigma Pi
77.7
Phi Kappa Theta
74.6
Beta Sigma Psi
63.6

Finals Help Sessions

Monday. December 5

Missou,i Mine, StaN

6:00 PM

The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
Missouri. This MISSOURI MINER features activities' of the students
and faculty of UMR.
Paul D . Andrew (364-9U5)
John Martine (364-9792)
John Stoddard (364·9945)
Kalherine Kunkel (364-4910)
Brian Kavanaugh (364-9885)

Triangle Fraternity took first place in the annual IFe
Bridge Tournament November 15, in the new Student
Union. Above, Sigma Nu tests strategy against Sigma PL
CPhoto by Burford)

Editor

Business Manager
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News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Staff
Brian Edwards (364-8626)
Sports Staff
Dave Thorn (364-8"5)
I:a Burfora 1364-9169)
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Math 2 & 4
Rozell
107 Mining
7:00PM
Statics
Muhlbaur
117CE
8:00PM
Chern I
Tappmeyer
G-6ChE
Tuesday. December 6
6:00PM
Math 8
Garver
~
114CE
7:00PM
Compo Sci. 73
Walters (In person!)
104 ME
7:00PM
Math6
Joiner
117CE
Wednesday. December 7
No schedule

+Chem 3 - Manual - Time
and place to be arranged by
instructor
The sessions should last for
about two hours and would be
an excellent opportunity to have

that last review session and get
those
questions
answered
before finals roll around. So
drop on by one of these sessions
and see what you missed during
the semester.

Finals Schedule
I. Evening-Course finals are scheduled for the evenln9 session
during final week.
II. Common Flnals (Rooms to be scheduled by Reqlstrar)

Final Exam Time

esc
esc
esc
esc

73
74

163
218
[[ 63 A. 8
[[ 207 A, 8,

C

[[
[[
[[
[[
[[
[[

211 A. 8, 0
253 8. e
265 A, B
267 A , B
27i A. B
273 A. e
[M 50 , I 50. 170

[M 110
Geol [n9r 50
Hlsl60, 112
Math 2, 4,8, 21, 22
Math 6
Phys 21,23. 24, 25
Phys 107
Span I A, 8

Ill . Regular finals

Tuesday 3: 30 - 5;30
Thursday 7:30 - 9:30
Tuesday 3:30 - 5:30
Monday 10:00 - 12:00
Thursday 3:30 - 5:30
Wednesday 10:00 - 12:00
Wednesday 10:00 - 12:00
Tuesday 10:00 - 12 : 00
Monday 10: 00 - 12:00
Monday 10: 00 - 12:00
Thursday 3:30 - 5:30
Thursday 3:30 - 5:30
Thursday 7: 30 - 9:30
Monday 10:00 - 12:00
Thursday 3: 30 - 5:30
Tuesday 10:00 - 12 : 00
Monday 10:00 - 12:00
Wednesday 10 :00 - 12:00
Wednesday 10:00 - 12 : 00
f)'lday 3:30 - 5: 30
Thursday 7:30 - 9 : 30

(Meet In regular classroom)

first Weekly Class MeeUng Time Fln"l Exam Time
Monday 8:30
Tuesday 7:30 - 9:30
Monday 9:30
Wednesday 3:30 - 5 : 30
Monday 10:30
Thursday 10 : 00 - 12:00
Monday 11 : 30
Monday 3:30 - 5:30
Monday 12:30
Friday 10:00 - 12:00
Monday I :30
Friday 7 :30 - 9:30
Monday 2:30
Wednesday 7:30 - 9 :3 0

Thursday. December 8
5:30PM
7:00PM

Chern 5
Veanble
125ChE
Dynamics
Oglesby
107 Mining

Tuesday 8:05 or 8: 30
9:30
iO:30
11:05 or 11 :30
1?:30
Tuesday I :30 or 2:05
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

Monday 7:30 - 9:30
Monday 1:00 - 3:00
Wednesday 1; 00 - 3 : 00
Tuesday 1:00 - 3: 00
Thursday 1: 00 - 3:00
friday 1: 00 - 3 : 00

MISSOURI MINER
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HenrytheFKfdler='================================

Variety is Henry's Middle Name
By LINDA PONZER

=======IHenry and "Fast Eddie"===

Where Does YOUR
Money Go?

By BRIAN W. KAVANAUGH

Shown below is a brtef table
of the breakdown of the Student
Activity Fees student pays each
semester. Observe closely what
you, in fact. pay for. Does some
of it seem ridiculous? Does any
of it? Assuming that you say
yes. picture this: Somebody. or
group of bodies. sometime.
decided that they wanted to pay
this for that. Ergo, that is the
way
it was. But unless
somebody cares to change it.
the policy will stand.
One might ask. " Hell. what
can I do about it? I'm only a
student. and there is only one of
me anyway." The answer to
that is that you can do plenty I
Every single one of those appropriations shown was made
as the direct result of students'
desires. All that needs to be
done is to convince the Board of
Curators of the University of
Missouri, located in Columbia,
that the students want a
change. How does one do this.
you might ask? By the only
method available to .us - a
Student Referendum, usually
organized and sponsored by
Student Council. That is one of
the reasons they exist.
It cannot be impressed upon
us enough how important these
referendums
are.
They
determine. among other things.
what you spend your money on.
Another item of interest
should be brought to the at-

tention of the students at large
at this time.
Did you know that some
changes are being proposed for
the breakdown of monies spent
out of the Student Activity
Fees? More specifically. there
will be increases made iii three
different areas. Students in Fall
of 1978 may expect to see increases of. possibly several
dollars. in Athletics. Student
Union Fee. and. of all things,
the Golf Course.
These changes. if approved.
will be a direct result of what is
known as "Full Costing." It
simply means that UniverSity
Affiliates such as the Student
Union Buildings and the Multipurpose Building will now have
to pay for their own utilities.
may
find
these
Some
changes. and some of the
present
appropriations.
ludicreus and ridiculous. Others
may see them as a Godsend.
But if you don 't like them. then
you damned well better get off
your butt and do something
about it. You have the power
and authority. and only you. If
you feel dissatisfied in the least.
see your. or any other. Student
Council representative . Talk to
him. and find out what is going
on .
After all, ts the UniversIty
here to serve the students, or
are we just toots by which the

University furthers 1tseIl?

Who ever thought that they
would hear the songs "Fl ight of
the · Bumble Bee". "Over the
Rainbow" or "Micky Mouse"
performed on the Fiddle. Those
who attended the concert
presented by Henry the Fiddler
and "Fast" Eddy did indeed
hear the!>!! tunes and much
more. Henry (he doesn 't bother
with a last name) has been
making his living. literally by
the sweat of his bow. He gave up
a career programming computers in Chicago for tlje world
of the traveling musician. He
found that he liked the way
people reacted to his music. and
more often then not. he was
drawn towards wherever he
could play his music for people.
It wasn't till Henry played at
the
Mayday
Festival
in
Washington D.C. in 1972 that his
deep love for the life of a road
musician sent him along his
way. At the festival he got his
first taste of playing for a really
large audience, and found that
he liked it. Returning to his job.
Henry was disallusioned with
his job as he saw his friends
leaving for everywhere from
California to Europe. But it
wasn't till he made his first fifty
cents for playing a tune on his
fiddle that. Henry the Fiddler
was born.
Henry is now playing gigs all
around the country and thus
doesn 't really have time to
street fiddle. He is considered
one of the top twenty fiddlers
around. To get from gig to gig.
Henry has a school bus which
though dingy on the outside. is
Home. Sweet Home. "Crazee
Charli" a traveling companion
of Henry's. handles driving the
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The one song which. perhaps.
emphasized the uniqueness and
abilities of Henry and Eddie
was the tune. "Say. Old Man
Can You Play the Fiddle?".
This song allowed both of the
performers to sing and play.
Eddie sang to Henry the title
line to which Henry replied.
"Yes by cracky. I can sure play
a little. with my corn stalk bow
and my corn stalk fiddle . That 's
the way you learn to play the
fiddle." Play. he COUld. did. and
was enjoyed.
Henry the Fiddler was
brought to UMR through the
efforts of SUB.

STATEMENT OF POLICY

Firs,," S, .. esur
STUDENT UHIOK

melody on such tunes as
"Peter's Street" and "Soldier's
Joy". Eddie then played the
lead on the tune. "Fiddler on
the Roof". with Henry joining
in. They were two seperate
fiddlers. yet indistinguishable.
One of the most enjoyable
parts of the evening came when
Eddie joined Henry in a tune
using the instrument referred to
as a Limberjack . This intrument which is formed in the
shape of a man. added its
smooth melody tapping to the
song and was amusing to watch.
For one of the last numbers.
Hank Thompson. a local fiddler
joined up with Henry and Eddie
for a one of kind number. Hank.
who is noted in this area for his
fiddle playing. considered it an
honor to play. for he considered
Henry - " the King of the fiddlers." It was a' case of down
home Rolla boy playing with the
tops in the field. At first it was a
struggle to bring the two fiddlers together. but after that.
they made those fiddles sing.

The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the
MISSOURI MINER. The ediletters section is the sanctuary of the general public. All
letters submitted will, as in the past, be printed in 'their unaltered and original form when,'
space in this newspaper permits.

stUDENT ACTIVITY FE(
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bus and keeping it ··tied"
together .
Stepping into the bus one has
the feeling of stepping back in
time to the days 'of living in an
old
shack.
double
barrel
shotguns and home made apple
pie. The bus. furnish ed in
good old fashioned comfort
reflects the personality of each
of those who lives in it. There is
macrame done by Charli.
hanging on the walls. there are
posters and drawing of Henry
the Fiddler. there are wodden
things made by Eddie and the
whole thing is touched with that
down home goodness. While on
the road. Henry 's companions
are other traveling musicians
who chance upon his trail. For
enjoyment-and-work. he fiddles.
While on stage here at UMR.
Henry played music which
ranged from traditional fiddle
tunes to Scottish-I rish medleys
to swing fiddle to Rock-n-Rollto
trick pieces. all of which he did
well. He would tantalize the
audience with one style and
fulfill them with another.
During several of his tunes he
would ' project his clear sweet
voice accenting the song. much
to the enjoyment of the
audience.
The Scottish medleys he
performed sent visions of the
soft rolling Scottish hillsides
through the minds of all. Old
favorites such as . 'Turkey in the
Straw" .
Yellow
Rose
of
Texas". Redwing " and others
brought the audience back to
their roots.
"Fast" Eddy teamed up with
Henry to do some "twin fiddl e"
music. They did an easy
listening blend of harmony and

N.C.
\i1.75

N.C.
101 .75

N.C.

N.C.

42 .001

1o}.O O

10).00

holler your heart for. puts it all
together and has a day like no
other . Things click for that
team . They come up with the
advantage where none appea rs
to exist. and they move on that
day as a tight. inseparabte unit
- as a team . Oh. there are
anxious moments. but they are
just a part of the heady feeling
that precedes. a victory that is
too sweet to describe. There are
those times when you wonder
why you are a fan of theirs. but
the day arrives when you
suddenly realize that they can
and did do all that you bel ieved
they
could.
Through
the
scudding clouds. the threat of
rain and the gusty winds of a
fall day. the sun shines on that
team and the chant of " WE'RE
No. I " rings clear. They are
your team . They are the UMR
MINERS .
This letter is a salute to that
team. I have sat and watched
the Miner Football Team as
they played in the rain and cold.
and lost. But yesterday was

special in every sense. That
team did what so many said
that they couldn't do. and the
Miners in the stands did
something too . They cheered
with their hearts and they gave
every bit of their enthusiasm.
every bit of their support to
THEIR team . For the offense .
the defense and the Miner fans.
it all fell into place yesterday .
My hat is off to all of you and I
support you in victory as well as
defeat. on good days and bad . I
am behind you 100 per cent. I
am your fan .
Sandy Marvin

SHOTOKAN KARATE
364-7428 after

5:00 p.m.
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Order Up!

1'1. 00.

By DEBBIE MEISTER
"May I take your order,
please?" "Two cheeseburgers,
two orders of fries, a chocolate
shake, and medium coke,
"Large
fries?"
please. "
" Regular, please." "Would you
_mysterious
buzz
from ticket price of $1.50 thi s being a like a hot apple pie with that
somewhere within his bank of promotional tour. Amazingly order?" "No, that's all, thank
keyboards and assorted elec- enough. the band fit another you." "For here or to go?" "To
show in after the first. a feat go, Please."
tronic paraphenalia.
I couldn't close out the review generally unheard of nowadays.
How many times have you
said or heard something similar
without mention of the fine I am pleased.
Next week I hope to throw a to this conversation in the last
percussion put out by Alejandro
Acuna . I suggest that one listen couple more album reviews on month? If you are like most
to the Heavy Weatl)er album to you. and get back into some , Americans, chances are the
get an idea of how the man literary comment. too. There's answer is close to five times.
plays. His 'duet' with Wayne an awful lot of good material Here in Rolla, your choice of
Shorter was surprisingly solid. coming out today . but it's eating establishments is no
not needing either keyboards or buried under the rest of the pile. longer limited to D-Q-ing, as it
bass to stand on its own. and is not always available to was three years ago. It was
something very difficult to the general public in a readily about that time, that the Great
achieve.
accessable fashion. Hopefully, I
Root Bear brought mama and
In summary. I am certainly can add a few crumbs of papa burgers to Rolla. Not long
looking forward to the new enlightenment to the whole. after that, Ronald gave Rolla a
release coming from Weather Pretentious as ever. I leave you sense of real Americana with
Report. The concert was a real yet again. Home. Jeeves.
his "two all beef patties, special
treat. especially for the low Ward Silver
sauce, cheese, lettuce, pickles,
onions on a sesamee seed bun."
While UMR students were
FULL SELECTION OF PLANTS
blinking their eyes,..the number
of fast-food-franchises in Rolla
nearly doubled in the last year.
Cedrics and Long John Silver
joined the ranks of food
establishments in Rolla, offering a wide vareity of deep
fried fish and chicken. When
Taco Tico stepped in, Rolla
acquired "a little Mexico" and
THE FORUM PLAZA
a little heart bum I hear.
SHOPPING CENTER
Wendy's fat an<! juicy burgers
and chili soon put Rolla in the
running for The Fast-Food
Capital of the Ozarks.
If you are not a fast-food
fanatic, never fear, Rolla had a
number of sit-down and order
restaurants; each one has fine
cuisine to satisfy your taste
puds. This year's newest additions are G & D Steak House
and Sambo's. G & D offers a
selection of steaks, chicken and
spaghetti, not to mention FREE
ice cream when you clean your
plate. Sambo's serves delicious
morning, afternoon and evening
meals. and for us mid-pight

Hub II.

Well . I hope you all had an
enjoyable vacation. They're
never long enough. but at'least
we've got a big one coming up in
a couple of weeks. I'm ready .
On Nov. 20 I was fortunate
enough to attend a concert
given by the jazz group.
Weather Report. at Jesse Hall
in Columbia. on the UMC
Campus. It is indeed difficult to
accurately describe the degree
of excellence displayed by this
four-man group at that performance. The environment
was also conducive to good
listening. Jesse Hall seats a few
hundred. and has theater-type
seats. (No smoking!) all with a
good view of the stage. The
sound system was set at a level
high enough
to
fill
the
auditorium with sound. but not
overpower.
eliminating
auditory fatigue. The lighting
was simple. (spots and floods)
yet effective. and not distracting.
The show began with selectons from Weather Report's
forthcoming album. and mixed
in to old and new material
without a hitch. The audience.
reponsive and alert throughout.
immediately
accepted
unfamiliar songs. and applauQed
the introductory bars of the
Weather Report standards.
Material from as far back as
the album. Sweetnighter. was
performed. and sounded fresh
and alive.
Halfway into the first set. the
band swung into a driving
version of'Teen Town'. from the
most recent album. Heavy
Weather. featuring a piercing
counterpoint between Josef
Zawinul's shrill synthesizer and
Wayne Shorter's soprano sax.
The crowd really came alive
here. and the pace didn't
slacken throughout the rest of
the set.
In
between
sets.
Jaco
Pastorius. bassist. did a simply
incredible solo performance
that brought the crowd to its
feet. His solo was only surpassed by the superb foundation
laid down in tandem .with the
band. For those of you that have
never seen Pastorius perform.
his stage presence is magnetic.
He looks and plays like a Latin
cross between Mandrake the
Magician and Genghis Khan.
The man is tight!
During the second
set.
Shorter and Zawinul led the
way into a smooth rendition of
'Birdland' . also from the Heavy
Weather LP. easily the highlight of the set. Afterwards. solo
inprovisations by Shorter and
Zawinul further amazed the
audience. and paved the way
for the final number of the
evening .. Boogie Woogie Waltz' .
Both Shorter and Zawinul
chose the acoustic route for
their
personal
statements.
improvising
around
two
familiar standards. I'm afraid I
don't know the name of the
piece Shorter played. but it was
something I 've heard many
times, presented in a new way,
with Shorter soaring above and
. around the melody. only to
resolve into the famili ar I but
un-namable ) strains. bringing
applause frequently with some
beautiful
lines.
Zawinul
selected ·Misty·. raCing slowly
past with a running series of
fluid musical comment. Unfortunately . his performance
was interrupted twice by a
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CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
Poinsettias • Christmas Cactus
Gift Certificates

CAN WE BUILD

ONE FOR YOU?

OLDS CUTLASS FOR '78
"Special Terms & Prices For Graduating Seniors"

~

YOUR OlDS, BUICK, AMC/ JEEP DEALER

COMPARE
CUTlASS

@

ECK MOTOR CO., INC.
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla, Mo.
Open 8 to 8
Sat. Till 4 PM

breakfast fans Sambo's serves
an assortment of hot cakes,
omlets, and steak and eggs. If
you are campus bound and can
only walk as far as downtown
Rolla, Chub and Jo's, an old
establishment, still serves the
best biscuits and gravy, lunches
and evening meals.
All and all, Rolla has "sixtyfour various types of food
services" comments Mr. A.J.
Paiste, Phelps County Health
Inspector. This total of sixtyfour includes all
taverns
theatres, nutrition centers and
the ice cream parlor, Ruby's.
However, thirty-three of the
sixty-four are restaurants or
fast-food chains. Even though
the quantity of food establish-is
growing, the quality of food
services and sanitation has
remained "very good. I can't
give
an
excellent
rating
because the old places don't
match the same standards of
the new fast-food places with
their mOdem equipment," Mr.
Paiste explains. But, its interesting to note, that Mr.
Paiste judges UMR food services and dormitory cafeterias
as "generally excellent." He
adds, "more attention is needed
to keep ALL food equipment
and
preperation
areas
thouroughly cleaned . " So if you
can't get off campus to eat, be
assured that the food you eat at the Student Union or dorms has
benn prepared in a clean environment and is in most cases,
free from harmful bacterial.
Yes, Rolla is growing and
part of this growth can be seen
in the ever increasing number
and variety of food establishments coming to town. Just for
the record. even though most of
you already know, Taco Bell
and Hardies were not only in the
Root Bear's nightmare, but are
under construction acorss from
A&W. However, you mouths
must continue to water over the
unconfirmed rumors of an
Arby's and Red Lobster coming
soon to Rolla .

Wanting to take that special someone
to a special place? Try the Gas
House-Rolla's most unique restaurant
and bar.
.

THURSDAY NITE IS
STUDENT NITE AT THE
NEW AND EXPANDED
DISCO
9:30-1:30

FRIDAY DINNER SPECIAL,

Make Your
WARDROBE
Come To
Life'
Gabel's Jean Shop
701 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364·7611

Prime Rib, Salad Bar, Baked Potato,
Flour Pot Bread $6.95
Remember DISCO every Thursday,
Friday & Saturday Nights 9:30·1:30

THE GAS HOUSE
Forum II Rolla

G· & D STEAKHOUSE

$221

80z. STEAK.
FILLET
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
Forum Plaza' Shopping Center
Rolla, Mo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m, Daily 7 Days A Week
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DIEHL
MONTGOM ERY
FORD SALES

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264

Rolla, Missouri

(The Originator Of The
Student Finance Plan
In This Area)

T1BD

plan allows the studenst upon approved credits
job. to buy a new car with nothing down and
nn" ..""nt .. of $25.00 per month UNTIL YOU' ARE ON THE
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has
sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way . See us for all the details . Also you
can use your own insurance or ours.

• Powerplay Casse tte Stereo Pla ye r
• Reversible Quick· Releose Mounting
•

Auto Reverse

•
•
•
•
•

locking -Fast Forward and Rewind
Separate Balance and Fader Controh
Eject and loudness Pushbuttons
Balance, Bass and Treble Control s
12 Watfs Continuous Sine. Wo ve Powe r Per Chann e l

FORD-UNCOLN-MERCURY
allows the graduating students to have a new car
he graduates when he really needs it. "This is a
.s'leClal discount program for students. We will be glad
quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury product."

.".af~ .r_

Here's what will be coming up
on the last week of special
programming for the semester
onKMNR :
Tonight on Flipped. the
BeaUes and "Love Songs" will
be featured.
On
Monday
night.
insomniac's Theater will present
P ink Floyd and " Meddle " .
On Tuesday. December 6th.
"Never Letting Go" by Phoebe
Snow will be played on Flipped
in its entirety .
Then on Wednesday. Alfredo
Schwartz will play one hour of
the music o( Joni M itchell
beginning at 8:00 PM. Later on
that night. insomniac's Theater
will feature the album " Hot
Tuna ".
F inally. on Thur sday , Albu m
Track will have the album " Out
to Lunch " by the Country
Gazetter. F lipped will pl ay
" Focus 3" by Focus.
Sest wishes for a safe and
happy Holiday Season from all
the staff at KMNR . We will be
back next semester and will
continue to bring you the good
selection of progr am ming that
we have been playing.

-------- ---------- ------------- ----I
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On'· Jeans

Movin'

,
I
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Super

St ra ight De ni m s
Reg. $14 .75

NOW $11.99

long Sleeve
Shirts (Ass!. Ploids)
From Levi , St utz

Reg . $12 .00

NOW $9.99

Hwy. 72 East Rolla, Mo. 364-7715

"IT'S AT
THE HAT"
Michelob
On Tap
Happy Hour
. Rolla

~
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Rough Season Predicted For Miners

Miners Teach Harris To Play Basketball
The Miner basketball squad
opened the 77-78 season on the
right foot last Saturday night as
they defeated Harris Teachers
College 92-52 in a game that was
dominated by sloppy and loose
play.
Dennis DeBondt started at
center, replacing the still injured Ron Scroggins, and
scored 22 points to lead the
Miners.
Other starters were Joel
Schreiner and Jeff K ipp at
forward, and Mike Keusch and
Randolph Johnson at guard.
The
Miners
travel
to
Springfield on December 30 to
battle Drury College. Last year
the Miners were victorious over
Drury, 71-64.
Saturday the squad will go to
Pittsburg, Kansas to play
Kansas State-Pittsburg. The
Miners trounced them last
year, 81-51.
UMR's next home game will
be next Monday night against
Arkansas University at Pine
Bluff at 7:30 p.m. at the MultiPurpose Building.

Billy
Key
Head
Coach
believes this will have to be a
rebuilding year for the Miner
squad. After losing three outstanding starters graduated
and two hot prospects didn;t
materialize, the Miners will
have to rely on younger. less
experienced players.
All of this serves to put more
pressure on Ron Scroggins, the
big 6-6, 190 pound center. Last
year Scroggins was the leading
scorer with 384 points in 26
games. He had the best floor
percentage on the squad at 52
per cent, the best free throw
percentage at 78 per cent. and
199 rebounds. Other senior
returning lettermen include:'
Phil Ostapowicz: &-foot , 175
pound guard from Clayton. He
saw action in 19 games last
year, and Billy Key hopes Phil
can get back in th~ starting
lineup if his point production
improves.

Jeff LewiS: !Hi, 215 pound
center, who likes to play it
rough under the boards. In 17
games last season he grabbed
54 rebounds and netted 55
points. He should add valuable
depth to the front line.
Mike Keusch: 6 foot, 160
pound guard who is deadly with
his outSide shot when he gets
hot. Started about half the
games last year and averaged
9.6 points. He's an average ball
handler, but is known for his
exceptional passing.
Juniors on the squad with
experience are:
Dennis DeBondt: 6-6, 21 5
pound forward who saw action
in every game last year,
starting about half of them.
Averaged 7.9 points and 4.9
rebounds while establishing
himself as a Miner starter with
a rugged style of play.
Joel Schreiner: &-3, 195 pound
guard who will most likely be
the "sixth man" on the squad
because of his versatility and
ability to come off the bench

and get the team going. In 23
games, he averaged 4.4 points
while seeing limited action .
Randolph JohnSon : 6-2, 185
pound guard. Johnson is a
transfer student from Seminole
Junior College in Oklahoma
where he averaged 11 points per
game. He is an ' excellent ball
handler, something the Miners
need desperately at the guard
position, and is a possible
starter in 77-78 for UMR.
Watch for the upcoming
underclassmen on the roster:
Kerry Turner: &-2, 175 pound
guard who lettered last year.
Saw limited action, but hiS
intense desire and exper eince
could earn him more playing
time. Good outside threat.
Randy Barnard : 6-4, 160
pound forward. Lettered last
year and has shown improvement.

Our~Poundeiwith

cheese. The hamburger so
thick, we bad to use two pieces
of cheese.
OU TMcDona ld's l
Q uarte r Pounder- is so
th ick and beefy. one
piece of cheese doesn't
even make a dent in (he
hig heef fl avor. h just
gets lost.
After rondering [he
4Ues[ion, we came up
with a hrill iant solution
- (tdd an othe r piece of
cheese.
So, if you're serious

MIAA Co- Champions
MIAA SPORTS OFFICi'; The Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association football
race ended in dramatic fashion
Saturday as Missouri-Rolla
upended Northeast Missouri 2119 to gain its first share of the
title since 1956. UMR and
Southeast Missouri tied for the
championship with identical 41-1 league records. Northeast
finished at 4-2. Southwest
Missouri could have also tied
for the crown but were upset 147 by Central Missouri to finish 32-1.
For Rolla's Miners the title
was exceptionally sweet as they

second half when he came off
the bench and completed five of
seven passes for 80 yards and a
score.
Southeast's
defense
stopped two long Lincoln drives
inside the 2O-yard line and held
Lincoln to -31 yards rushing in
the second half.
Central Missouri capped an
otherwise disappointing season
with an upset win over Southwest. Mark Davis rushed for
more than a 100 yards and
scored the winning touchdown.
Quarterback Bill Foster passed
for 199 yards. Henry Mason
caught six passes to give him 42
receptions on the season and the
MIAAlead.

abollt yuu r cheesebu rger,
and you're se riously
hungry, orde r a Quarte r
Pounder with cheese.
Twice as much cheese.
Just for you.
MdoltaU 101')"011 -

~
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In Rolla

-:-

Women's
Volleyball

~~ ~~~.I!.~~

AWS over WRHA 12-15. 15-5- 159
Crescents over GDI 10-15, 15-6,
15-9
Zeta overTJHA 15-12,15-9
AWS over Wesley 15-4,15-11
KD over ABS 15-8,11-15, 15-3
GDI over WRHA 15-12, 15-11
KD over Zeta 15-7, 15-7
Crescents over ABS 15-4, 15-4
AWS over TJ 15-7,11-15, 15-7
Crescents over Zeta 15-8, 15-4
Wesley over WRHA 15-11.-12-15,
16-14
Crescents
AWS
Zeta
KD
Wesley
TJHA
WRHA
GDI
ABS

defied the pre-season coaches
poll that picked them for sixth
place in the league. They were
led Saturday by Bill Grantham,
who intercepted three passes
and the rest of the defense that
shut
down
the
Bulldogs'
nationally-ranked
rushing
attack.
Southeast had to come from
behind to beat winless Lincoln
and tie for t.he MIAA title for the
second straight year. Lincoln
scored first for the seventh time
this season and had two other
first-quarter tOUChdowns called
back by penalties before the
Indians got untracked. Phil
Miller 19nited Southeast in the

Jeffrey Kipp: &-6, 200 pound
forward.
freshman
Dick Fuerman: &-6, 200 pound
forward. Freshman
Rod Herrin : 5-9, 155 pouna
guard, freshman.
Dennis Fenske: !Hi, 180 pound
forward,
In' the voting of the MIAA
coaches, Lincoln University is
picked to repeat as conference
champs. The Miners are expected to finish fifth. Central is
the favorite for runner-up, then
SMS in third, then Northeast at
fourth place.
Last year the Miners finished
third behind Central and Lincoln with an 18-8 mark, 7-5 in
conference play. They allowed
their opponents an average of
69.5 points per game, which
means they had the best
defense in the _ confe!.enc~,

-------~---------~------~
DELICIOUS I
HWY. 63 S.
I
MEXICO
ROLLA
I
CITY
MEXICAN I
CLOSE]? MON. I
S~LE
- FOOD

1_

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 9:00-1 :00

DISCO
Tom Nichols on Guitar
Wednesdays 10 p.m.-1 a.m.

6-0
5-1
5-1
3-2
2-3
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-5

Even Sports Editors make
mistakes. In the November 17
issue of the Miner under
Women's Volleyball results it
should have read ABS over
TJHA 15-9, 15-8. Not the other
way around.

Hewlett Packard
representative will be
here Tuesday,
December 6th, 9:30
a.m .-4:00 p.m.

CAMPUS

BOOK STORE
207

We Buy & Sell Used Books
11th In The Thomas Building

w,

205

w.

12th Rolla, Mo.

364·3110
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Lady Miners O,p en Season
The Lady Miner Basketball
team saw' plenty of action this
weekend as they opened their
1977-78 season on the road, The
first game (of two) was played
on Fri., Nov, 18 at Canton,
Missouri. They met the young
team of Culver-Stockton at 7: 30.
The Miners were heavily
disadvantaged,
taking
in
consideration:
Their
first
game of the season, and also a
long, five-hour trip on the road,
These factors didn't get to the
Miners, however. It was quite
obvious those girls wanted to
play basketball, and that's
exactly what they did. The first
half got off to a slow start for
both teams, but things really
fired up well into the second

1M Sports
I could only find two scores
from League I soccer action
last week , And in those two
games it was Sig Nu blanking
both Campus 1-0 and Delta Tau
6-0.
I n league II play Delta Sig
tightened the race for the
playoffs as they stopped TKE 10, Delta Sig also had another
shutout last , week as they
defeated Acacia Ml. TKE and
RHA kept up with Delta Sig as
they defeated Triangle Ml and
' BetaSig4-1 respectively . .
Another tight race is League
III where five teams are within
a game of each other. Kappa
Sig and GDI lead the league by
one game. Last week it was
Kappa Sig over Phi Kap 2-1.
GDI shutout TEC 1-0. And Pi
K A won two gaines to get into
the running for the playoffs as
they edged TEC 4-3 and blanked
KA 1-0.
ASA and FLA continue to
dominate League IV, In their
head to head confrontation last
week it was ASA barely
defeating FLA 3-2. ' ASA also
shutout Wesley 2-0. And FLA
_ bounced back from their loss to
overrun Sig Pi Ml. In the only
other League IV action Lambda
Chi blanked Theta Xi 2-0.
Volleyball Results
League I
Sig Ep over AEPi IS-I, 15-6
Sig Ep over TJ 15-3, 15-5
TJ over ABS 15-4,15-9
Sig Nu over Campus 15-3, 15-12
Sig Nu over Delta Tau 15-5, 15-9
TJ over AEPi 15-7, 16-14
Campus over ABS 13-15, 15-9, 1816
Campus over AEPi I-IS, 16-14,
15-5
Delta Tau over ABS 11-15, 15-2,
15-12

League II
Beta Sig over TKE 15-11,15-7
Focus over Pi Kap Phi Forfeit
Beta Sig over Delta Sig 15-3, 15-1
Triangle over RHA 15-10, 1(}-15,
15-4

Leaguelli
TEC over Phi Kap 15-4, 15-6
Kappa Sigover KA 15-13, 16-14
GDI over BSU 19-17, ?
PI KA A over Phi Kap 15-5, 15-5

League IV
Sig Pi over ASA Forfeit
Sig Tau over Lambda Chi 8-15,
15-8, 15-10
Mates over ASA 11,-1,15-12
FLAoverWesley 15-4, 15-12
Lambda Chi over Sig Pi 15-10,
15-12
Sig Tau over Sig Pi 8-15, 15-8, 159
FLA over ASA 15-6, 15-7
Lambda Chi over Mates 15-4, 12IS, 15-12

r------COUPON------,

MISSOURI MINER

half. The Miners held the lead
for the majority of the first half.
Halfway through the first half,
Mila Wallace, a returning
letterman from last year, fell
victim to a knee injury and this
slightly hurt the Miner offense.
The second half was a run and
gun game for both teams. A
critical 30 second call against
the Miners was a deciding
factor for the outcome 63-65 to
be in Culver-Stockton's favor,
Top scorers for the Miners were
Dallas Kirk, a junior transfer
from Oklahoma, 23: Karen
Peacock, a freshman in from
Houston,
MO
21;
Karen._
Williamson, a returning starter
from Iowa, having 15 and
Tammy Fredenall, another
freshman from Bell having 2.
Wallace scored two before she
was
injured.
The Miners
definitely played
a commendable
ballgame
even
though they lost it at the buzzer.
The weekend wasn't over for
the Miners, as they travel ed on
to Kirksville arriving around
midnight Friday night. · The
Lady's still had basketball on
their mind and were deter·
mined to win this one to m ake
their long trip back home a
shorter one. It was Northeast
Mo. State University vs. UMR

Thursday, December 1, 1977

I

2 BIG BRAZIERS

I

I
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Miners on
the court
at
Kirksville. The game start ed at
2:00 p.m. The game was very
close and exciting as the 2~-2l! ~
half-time score proved. A
Expires 12·7-77
second half press by Kirksville
Reg. U.S, Pat . Off.,
13th Bishop
rattled UMR somewhat and a •
Am. O,Q. Corp. (c) Copyright 1977
lead was gained by Kirksville .
Am. O,Q. Corp.
0
but the Miners fought to the
end. The scorers were Peacock I------COUPONI _ _ _ _ _
with 21, Kirk hitting 15.
Fredenall 10, Terry Noelker 6, a
returning starter. Williamson
had 6 also. Wallace was -unable
to play because of her previous
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
injury. The final score was SIl108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 65401
69, with Kirksville on top .
Other players on UMR's team
are Jeannetta White, Peggy
Taylor and Kate Fox (who has
been sidelined with an ankle
injury.) Fox and Wallace hope
to see action in Wednesday's
game . (Nov.
30)
against
900 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-1248
Columbia College at Columbia.
oach Annette Caruso is very
optimistic about her newly
formed team and comments
frequently on the potential of
the team. This will be the first
district' game for the Miners.
December 2 the Miners will be
host to Central Methodist and
they hope everyone will come
out and see what UMR is doing
with women's sports..They have
a great desire to play to WIN!
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Curt's Toggery '

Rolla Craft-Hobby

1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

BUSCH ,ON TAP'
Hours: 5-1:30 Mon.-Sat.
Open Fri. Afternoon 1:30

athlete of the week
Greg Elzie bas been named Athlete of the Week f9r
November 13 to the 19. Greg led the defense to an outstanding effort in the Miner's victory over Northeast
Missouri State. Greg bad numerous tackles and kept constant pressure on the Bulldog's quarterback.
Congratulations to the· football Miners for their first
MIAA Championship in 21 years.

Shaft

'Ibis week M-Club bas selected two Athletes of the Week
Chris McCann our rifle team's captain had a fine day at our
team's match last weekend in Kentucky. Chris led the team

with a score of 549 out of 600 and bad two perfect scores of
100. UMR placed third overall out of seven teams_
Dennis DeBondt bas also been named Athe1te of the Week
for his fine performance in UMR's victory over Harris
Teachers College last Saturday night Dennis led all scorers
with 22 points.

lENO'S MOTEL
- STEAK HOUSE .
HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAk
Rolla, Mo.

Phone: 364-1301
Martin Spring Dr.
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R~lIa's \ >~,

§ SPORT SHOP 8
8
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1107 Pine

364-4334

MINER'S DIG UP VALUE
AT TACO TICO
r-"'Bring this coupon in for --I
I
I
I

I

.

BURRITOS

Regular $1.38
Expires Dec. 8, 1977

~

Chnstmas
Place To Shop
REY

I SPORT shop '""~'9m'~ 8
81003 Pine

Rolla, Mo.
364-5495 Q
~oooooooooooooooooooooot!
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1011 Kingshighway Rollo, Mo.
11:00 o.m. to 12:00 p.m.
364-5171
Alwgrs il] S4laSOl1 a]1<l ~l1ed 1<> pkaSe ~ ..
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QUALITY CLEAN ERS

M-Club

Box 70

a, Mo.
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